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CONCERT

Twins LOL World Tour
in Wuhan

The Three Sisters Waiting for Godot
Directed by Lin Zhaohua as an absurd mixture of Chekhov's Three Sisters and Beckett's
Waiting for Godot, the play tells how three sisters in a Russian small town are waiting to return
to Moscow, get a job, and find true love. On the same stage, Vladimir and Estragon are waiting
for Godot to arrive. The two stories blend together, with the two actors in Waiting for Godot
also acting in Three Sisters. The absurdity of the characters is converted and grafted to reflect
the crisis of the collective loss of human souls.
Time: 7:30 P.M., Jan. 19 & 20
Venue: Qintai Grand Theater ( 琴台大剧院 )
Tickets: ￥80, ￥160, ￥220, ￥300, ￥380

STAGE

The Twins is a Hong Kong
Cantopop duo. It comprises of
Charlene Choi and Gillian Chung,
and has been a very popular
Chinese music duo for years. As
the theme of their touring concerts
"LOL" (Laugh Out Loud) suggests,
most of the songs the duo
performs are upbeat, mixed with
songs depicting first love and
friendship. The Wuhan stop will be
the Twins' first concert here.
Time: 7:30 P.M., Jan. 27
Venue: Gymnasium of Wuhan
Sports Center ( 武汉体育中心体育馆 )
Tickets: ￥380, ￥480, ￥680, ￥880,
￥1280

GEG Hamburg
Philharmonic Orchestra

Silver Spear
Hou Yu, is an experienced
young actress from the Jingju
Theater Company of Beijing. She
excels at playing the role of laodan,
old women in Beijing Opera.
The Beijing Opera Silver Spear
is a story adapted from Heroes in
Sui and Tang Dynasties (sui tang
yan yi), a historical novel which
records romanticized events leading
to the fall of the Sui Dynasty and
the rise of the Tang Dynasty. The
heroine Jiang Guizhi (played by
Hou) teaches a young man, Luo Yi,
her family's spear techniques. About
one year after they get married,
Luo goes to the capital city for the
imperial examinations, and they lose
contact during the chaos and wars.
It is not until forty years later that
they recognize each other in a
spear competition and are reunited
in the end.
Time: 7:30 P.M., Jan. 14
Venue: Zhongnan Theater ( 中南剧院 )
Tickets: ￥50, ￥80, ￥100, ￥180, ￥280

One of the most popular
symphony orchestras in Europe,
the GEG Hamburg Philharmonic
Orchestra has been touring all over
the world. In 2008, musician and
conductor Gregor DuBuclet began
working with the orchestra,
ushering the orchestra into a new
direction. The orchestra's
repertoires ranges from Baroque to
classical symphony, from opera to
film music.
Time: 7:30 P.M., Jan. 16
Venue: Qintai Grand Theater ( 琴台
大剧院 )
Tickets: ￥100, ￥180, ￥280, ￥380,
￥480

